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I-CAR ANNOUNCES GOLD CLASS FOR PETER KITTLE COLLISION REPAIR CENTRE 

 
I-CAR Australia Gold Class Coordinator Gary Wood today announced that Peter Kittle Collision 
Repair Centre in Para Hills, South Australia, has been awarded the prestigious I-CAR Gold Class 
Collision status. 
 
In addition to being South Australia’s sole authorised Toyota Body & Paint Repairer and recently 
becoming the states’ first and only Holden Approved Repairer, the Peter Kittle Collision Repair 
Centre now adds the mantle of being SA’s first repairer to achieve Gold Class prominence. 
 
“The entire team’s attitude towards training and development is first class and adds to an amazing 
culture of continuous learning. Chad and the team should be very proud of their achievements, it is 
extremely well done by all involved” said Mr Wood. 
 
Collision Manager, Chad Buckley explains “Reaching I-CAR Gold Class Status will help give our 
customers absolute confidence in knowing that our team is wholly committed to the safe and 
effective repair of their car. This will also benefit the Peter Kittle organization by providing our 
business associates and insurers a highly qualified, knowledgeable and trustworthy partner to care 
for their assets”. 
 
“It is a fantastic accomplishment for Peter Kittle Collision to become the first repairer in South 
Australia to be awarded Gold Class accreditation. Our team has thoroughly enjoyed the entire 
process. We now have an extremely talented line-up of staff and being a part of the program over 
the last twelve months had a really positive impact on the business. Our team has been kept 
motivated by the opportunity to continually learn and improve their already highly polished skills”. 
 
Chad concludes “Peter Kittle Collision thanks I-CAR for their support and I especially thank my 
fantastic team for their hard work and passion to achieve”. 

 

 
 

I-CAR, founded in 1979, is an international, not-for-profit, training  
organization dedicated to improving the quality, safety and efficiency of  

auto collision repair for the ultimate benefit of the consumer. 

For further information, contact I-CAR Australia on 0424 144 787 or goldclass@i-car.com.au 
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